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Each generation has a unique set of challenges when it comes 
to finding faith in Christ. That’s why it’s important to adjust our 
outreach techniques based on who we are trying to reach.

South Texas Regional Coordinator Elizabeth Biedrzycki works 
in the San Antonio area to reach those who are predominately 
unchurched and growing up in a post-Christian culture. She does 
this through various initiatives.

Last spring, Elizabeth joined with San Antonio Baptist Association 
(SABA) to host a 9-session class on the millennial generation 
and missiology, alongside Dr. Darrell Horn, SABA director of 
missions. 

The class provided a better understanding of this generation and 
equipped attendees to reach this group with the Gospel.

Elizabeth also hosted the first Horizon Gathering, which brought 
together emerging Baptist leaders in Texas to discuss the 
changing cultural climate and how Texas Baptists can relate to it. 
Discussions about the intersection of church and culture are not 
new. However, it is essential to continue having them, especially 
in a time when culture is shifting rapidly and generational gaps 
are growing wider.

When we give to the Cooperative Program, we support efforts to 
equip the church to reach out to younger generations.

Let’s pray for the millennials and for those called to minister to 
them, that God would give us wisdom in evangelism and guide 
our outreach efforts. 
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